INNOVATION
The spark of innovation comes from passion to be the better and more fun choice for the travelers around the world. There are many ways to carry your stuff and that’s where we come in. We are different; we bring colors, joy and passion to our users. We believe that keen observation combined with constructively used brainpower makes the difference between the fantastic and the mediocre. We believe that innovating high quality and long-lasting products is a choice that will help us to preserve and be able to enjoy our environment on a long-term basis. We put all our personal collective experience in traveling around the world, as well as the same from our friends and partners, into producing the very best we can right here and now. We do it all with a Scandinavian twist on design and functionality, and a quality determined to withstand the harsh conditions of the far north.

SUSTAINABILITY
We want to create sustainable products to protect our planet. We believe in as little additives as possible or to find new and better alternatives to polymers such as bio materials. We always try to reduce as much plastics and metals as possible when we develop new products. We develop high quality, standardized components which serves for a long service life. We believe that this way is the best for both our users and the environment.

DESIGNED IN SWEDEN
We started our journey 2004 on the west coast of Sweden just outside of Gothenburg. With a true belief that it must be a better, more sustainable and more fun choice among bags and luggage we started EPIC Travelgear. Our mission was then, and still is, to make epic travelgear for epic adventures.

---
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OUR PROMISE – NOBODY SHOULD GET HURT

It is extremely important that we have good relationships with our manufacturers, and that they meet the requirements for good work environment, health and safety.

OUR CODE OF CONDUCT
All of the factories we work with are undergoing continuous reviews in accordance with our Code of Conduct, which is compatible with BSCI. The code also places requirements on the supply chain for the prohibition of child labor, forced labor and discrimination, health and safety, right to freedom of association and collective agreements, salaries, compensation and other benefits, basic environmental and management systems.

OUR COMMUNITY
In addition to having good insight, we are actively working and are members of Amfori, which is the leading system of Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI). BSCI is an industry-wide platform that supports companies to push social agreements and improvements in the global supply chain of manufacturers. BSCI applies the international principles of international labor standards that protect workers’ rights, e.g. International Labor Organization (ILO) Conventions and Declarations, UN Guidelines for Business and Human Rights and Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

PROTECT OUR PLANET
We want to create sustainable products to protect our planet. We believe that one way of doing this is to create high quality products with long service life. We only choose tested and high quality materials. A suitcase may be the product that will suffer the worst kind of bad treatment during its life cycle, it’s heavy loaded and thrown around airports, so we must do everything we can to ensure the quality, to reduce the amount of crashed luggage that ends its life in a dump.

EASY REPAIRS
It should also be easy for the user to replace components if they are worn out, we shall always supply spare parts to such large extent as possible. An example of an initiative for smoother exchange of wheels is our patented EPIC Standard system. We have a full range of exchangeable wheels.

Epic standard

BETTER MATERIALS
We always comply with current EU legislation (ECHA) and apply the REACH Regulation to all materials from our suppliers. We believe in as little additives as possible in the materials and in those cases where the material requires chemical addition to achieve at it’s maximum, it should be kept well below the limit values.

THE FIRST BIO-COMPOSITE LUGGAGE IN THE WORLD
We are actively working to find materials where we can replace plastic with other materials, a major step in the process is the new Phantom Bio where we, together with Swedish material innovators Triflion and by using the BioLite material managed to replace 20% of the plastic against organic hemp. We actively try to reduce the amount of materials used in our products and where we find it suitable and don’t compromise with quality, we use recycled materials from our manufacturing process, to not put more new materials on the market.

amfori
Trade with purpose
TOTAL PROTECTION
EPIC GTO 5.0 is designed, developed and manufactured to be extremely rigid and strong, but very lightweight and functional. The lightness and strength of EPIC GTO 5.0 is achieved through the design and structure of the case, but even through the use of extremely high-quality materials, and manufacturing in a precision environment.

The GTO 5.0 shell is made in the special ExoSphere material. It’s a very light and impact resistant polymer called polycarbonate. Combined with the unique surface it provides an extra strong reinforcement.

GROWS WITH THE TASK
Packing and living on the road with GTO 5.0 is also easy with a simple, but well-equipped interior inspired by the products racing roots. The SpaceBOOST expander function gives you extra space when you need it.

EASY ACCESS
There is also a FastBACK model in the GTO. The front portion of the outer shell is equipped with a generous computer compartment, integrated and padded tablet compartment, and a full business organizer. Full-on organizational possibilities and full-on flexibility! We call it fastLANE, a dream for the serious business traveller.

EPIC GTO 5.0 is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the wheels, either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H/W/D (cm)</th>
<th>WEIGHT (kg)</th>
<th>VOLUME (L)</th>
<th>ITEM NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FASTBACK 55 CM</td>
<td>SMALL 55 CM</td>
<td>MEDIUM 65 CM</td>
<td>LARGE 73 CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55/40/23 55/40/20-23</td>
<td>2.4 2.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>60-78</td>
<td>105-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECH401/04</td>
<td>ECH402/04</td>
<td>ECH403/04</td>
<td>ECH404/04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BUILT FOR THE FUTURE

GTO 5.0™
GTO 5.0™

**Wheels with EPIC®**
Standard wheel system.

**Up to 120cm tall handle.**
SpaceBOOST expander.

**Easy access with the**
FastBACK pocket.

**Color Options:**
- FROZEN BLACK – 01
- UTILITY GREY – 02
- STRAIGHT GRAPE – 17
- NEON ORANGE – 54
- Saffron Yellow – 06

---

THE MATERIAL USED IN GTO 5.0

EPIC® EXOSPHERE™

Exosphere is a unique protection technology from EPIC. Produced in 100% virgin polycarbonate raw material which is proven to be one of the top performing materials for luggage. The micro-surfacing technique that we’ve added to Exosphere also gives it a smooth, silky touch. The surface is extremely scratch and scuff resistant while the dual-layer design reduces weight and material usage, and acts as a strengthening, reinforcing outer shield.

**EPIC® 7 YEAR FULL ARMOR™ WARRANTY**

Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 7 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase. If the shell of your case should break for any reason, even due to third party (such as airlines) handling, we will replace the case at no charge, anywhere in the world.
HIGH PRECISION INNOVATION
EPIC Zeleste is perfection in every detail; it’s packed with functions all manufactured with the latest technologies. Every detail from the design perspectives of beauty, low weight, functionality, and durability. For example, the zipper is unique, as the first product on the market Zeleste is equipped with EPIC’s patented zipper solution, ZIPSEAL™. The rubber-covered, waterproof zipper is recessed in the shell, which makes it extra protected against scraping and impact. The solution also means less material and greater precision in the manufacturing process, easier and more efficient.

RECYCLED INTERIOR
The EPIC Re:FRESH interior will help you keep the inside of your case clean, tidy and fresh. The lining is removable and attached with an velcro tape around the inner edge of each side of the case. Remove and wash in 30°C. And the best thing is that the lining is made from 100% recycled PET bottles, a more sustainable alternative.

TOP OF THE LINE
All of the components are top-quality and smooth running. The wheels, and top- and side handles are made by Airspeed ensuring low weight, high performance, and long life. You can expect a long service life from these. All key components can even be replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them out. For the shell, we use our technology VTT™.

NO UNNECESSARY METAL
Finally, we choose not to use any metal logos on Zeleste, instead they are embedded in the material and by doing it this way, we further protect the globe from the fact that unnecessary metal is manufactured. All in line with EPIC’s efforts to give consumers a more sustainable alternative.

SMALL 55 CM MEDIUM 66 CM LARGE 76 CM
H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 66/46/25 76/52/30
WEIGHT (kg) 2.3 2.9 3.6
VOLUME (L) 40 71 105
ITEM NO. EZE403 EZE402 EZE401

THE BEST WE ACHIEVED SO FAR
Zeleste™
Don’t let its sleek, elegant, classic, but advanced design fool you. There’s a lot of thought, technology, manufacturing skill, and quality that has gone into creating this case. Phantom, as a unibody VTT design, is literally oozing with that something special that has changed the way we see things.

All of the components are top-quality and smooth running. The wheels, and top- and side handles are made by Airspeed ensuring low weight, high performance, and long life. You can expect a long service life from these. All key components can even be replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them out. For the shell, we use our technology VTT. It’s equipped with a water-proof zipper for extra security. The monotube handle give you extra space for your packing, it’s also superstrong and easy to use.

There is also a FastBACK model in the Phantom range. The front portion of the outer shell is equipped with a generous computer compartment, integrated and padded tablet compartment, and a full business organizer. Full-on organizational possibilities and full-on flexibility! We call it fastLANCE, a dream for the serious business traveller.

**A TRUE SUPERHERO**

**A PREMIUM EXPERIENCE**

**EASY ACCESS**
BEST FOR THE PLANET
EPIC Phantom BIO - More sustainable, stronger, and lighter through the use of Triflon BioLite material and VTT injection moulding technology. BioLite is a natural hemp reinforced polypropylene manufactured in Sweden, and used exclusively by EPIC. It’s a stronger, lighter material with integrated renewable, biodegradable ingredients thereby replacing non-renewable materials.

TOP QUALITY & SUSTAINABLE
All of the components are top–quality and smooth running. The wheels, and top- and side handles are made by Airspeed ensuring low weight, high performance, and long life. You can expect a long service life from these. All key components can even be replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them out. For the shell, we use our technology VTT. It’s equipped with a water-proof zipper for extra security. The monolobe handle give you extra space for your packing, it’s also super strong and easy to use.
Further, the unique Re:FRESH lining structure that PhantomBIO is equipped with is removable, washable at 40°C, and is produced with a 55% organic cotton / 45% hemp organic textile.

EASY ACCESS
There is also a FastBACK model in the Phantom BIO range. The front portion of the outer shell is equipped with a generous computer compartment, integrated and padded tablet compartment, and a full business organizer. Full-on organizational possibilities and full-on flexibility! We call it fastLANE, a dream for the serious business traveller.

A MORE SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
PHANTOM BIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FASTBACK</th>
<th>SMALL 55 CM</th>
<th>MEDIUM 65 CM</th>
<th>LARGE 73 CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H/W/D (cm)</td>
<td>55/40/20</td>
<td>55/40/20</td>
<td>66/45/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT (kg)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLUME (L)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM NO.</td>
<td>EPB404</td>
<td>EPB403</td>
<td>EPB402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**EPIC® VTT™**

VTT is short for Variable Thickness Technology and is our unibody polypropylene shell and manufacturing process, and basically means that we can do, and have done a lot of special small things with these shells in order to optimize strength and lightweightness in a very tidy package. We really love polypropylene for its strength rich details we can create with it. With the help of some EPIC energy and our VTT process it is now lightweight, dynamic, and still very stable.

**EPIC® VTT™ BIO**

The Swedish materials innovation company, Trifilon, manufactures the BioLITE raw material in Sweden. Trifilon is a crazily dedicated group of engineers and production specialists that share the values of EPIC, and have a burning love of creating materials which are performance superior and make less impact on our environment. The BioLITE material is industrial hemp enriched, resulting in a composite that is both lighter and stronger than traditional polypropylene due to the hemp fiber’s ability to reduce density while engaging the polymers on a molecular level.
DIPPED IN COLORS
This all new SPIN is the latest member of the EPIC family. A timeless and luxurious Scandinavian design with top-of-the-line components. As always, we have the user in mind to achieve the perfect travel partner. The body have a maximum capacity, boxy design molded in state of the art all new Duralite+ material sealed with an anti-scruff matte top layer. Inside you will find a well-equipped interior, complete with divider and packing straps for packing to the max. All the outer components are top-quality and smooth running. The trolley handle system and top- and side handles are made by Airspeed ensuring low weight, high performance, and long life. You can expect a long service life from these. All key components can even be replaced in the event that they become damaged or if you wear them out. All the outer components are of course color matching to crown this masterpiece.

NEW SMOOTH ZIPPER SOLUTION
The new high precision zipper solution gives you extra protection and a smooth welcoming touch to your fingertips.

EPIC STANDARD WHEELS
EPIC SPIN is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the wheels, either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

FOR THE MODERN MINIMALIST
SPIN™

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FASTBACK 55 CM</th>
<th>SMALL 55 CM</th>
<th>MEDIUM 65 CM</th>
<th>LARGE 75 CM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H/W/D (cm)</td>
<td>55/40/20</td>
<td>55/40/20</td>
<td>65/46/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT (kg)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLUME (L)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM NO.</td>
<td>ESP404</td>
<td>ESP403</td>
<td>ESP402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MADE TO MOVE
The powerfully raised and lowered portions of this modernized case give it its unique, but recognizable look while adding a great amount of strength and stability to the shell. The shell is made from a composite DuraLITE+, further ensuring strength, elasticity and low weight.

EXTRA SPACE WHEN NEEDED
And, for those times when you’ve got extra gear to stow, or would like to bring some extra items home with you from your travel adventure, we’ve added our great SpaceBOOST feature, giving lots of extra space on demand!

LIMITED EDITION
Every season we design different expressions of color, everybody is unique so we hope that you find your expression through one of these beautiful prints. The production is limited so grab one while it lasts.

STREET ART
This spring/summer 2020 edition of EPIC CRATE is a tribute to the expression through art. The language of color is universal and goes back to the dawn of humanity. There are many ways to carry your stuff and this limited edition of CRATE brings colors, joy and passion to your travels. We believe that it’s the same creative needs that lie behind the dreams to explore the world and to find inspiration in other cultures, meetings, smells and food as in the need to express yourself through art. All new experiences creates memories that feeds the human brain with creative energy.
REFLECTIVE FTW
Sparkle like a star or a diamond by night. Let it touch light and it becomes beautifully bright.

DURALITE REFLEX
This beautiful new material have all the ingredients and all properties as DuraLITE+ but it’s very special. DuraLITE Reflex Neo is equipped with a three layer composite material combining strength, flexibility, beauty, depth, and now even a reflective function provided through truly reflective elements within the film. This patented manufacturing process is developed by EPIC.

NEXT LEVEL ZIPPER
Highly water-resistant zipper through its rubberized surface, and of the highest standard for smoothness in operation and durability.

EPIC STANDARD
EPIC Crate is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system make it very easy to change the wheels, either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

LET IT TOUCH LIGHT
CRATE™ REFLEX™
THE MATERIAL USED IN SPIN & CRATE

**DURALITE+™**

For our Duralite+ material shells we use two layers of the very best pure polycarbonate material on the market, coupled with an additional polycarbonate outer film adding to its strength and impact resistance. The Duralite+ makes colors and prints pop like little else we’ve seen.

**EPIC ® 7 YEAR FULL ARMOR™ WARRANTY**

Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 7 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase. If the shell of your case should break for any reason, even due to third party (such as airlines) handling, we will replace the case at no charge, anywhere in the world.

**EPIC ® 5 YEAR FULL ARMOR™ WARRANTY**

Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 5 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase.

---

**SPIN™**

Unique zipper solution. Matte and scratch resistant surface.

**CRATE™ WILDLIFE**

Seasonal limited edition. SpaceBOOST expander.

**CRATE™ REFLEX™**

Unique and reflective surface. Water resistant zipper.

---

**BLACK** –01

**WHITE SWAN** –53

**ARCTIC DUSK** – 29

**MAGNET GREY** – 20

**MIAMI ABSTRACT** –70

**AMSTERDAM FLOWER** –72

**BERLIN FOP** –71

**CHARCOAL BLACK** –01

**CRYSTAL ROSE** –12

**ROSE COPPER** –13
**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

**EPIC® DURALITE™**

For our DuraLITE material shells we use two layers of the very best pure ABS material on the market, coupled with a pure polycarbonate outer film adding to its strength and impact resistance. These shells will really take a beating, and do it with a big smile on their face.

**EPIC® LIMITED WARRANTY**

Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 5 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase.

---

**VISION™**

**A TRUE INTRODUCTION TO EPIC**

EPIC Vision is made for the traveler who wants an easy choice, a good choice, but a little less complex. Not heavily packed with functions, only the necessities and those in best quality. EPIC Vision always follow the trendy colors in season so you can always be sure that you are wearing the right colors.

---

**THE MATERIAL USED IN VISION™**

For our DuraLITE material shells we use two layers of the very best pure ABS material on the market, coupled with a pure polycarbonate outer film adding to its strength and impact resistance. These shells will really take a beating, and do it with a big smile on their face.

---

**PACKING MADE EASY**

Travel Sentry® Approved lock. Fully lined interior. Robust carrying handles.

---

**SMALL 55 CM**

- **H/W/D (cm)**: 55/40/20
- **WEIGHT (kg)**: 2.5
- **VOLUME (L)**: 39
- **ITEM NO.**: EVT403

**MEDIUM 66 CM**

- **H/W/D (cm)**: 66/45/26
- **WEIGHT (kg)**: 3.4
- **VOLUME (L)**: 67
- **ITEM NO.**: EVT402

**LARGE 75 CM**

- **H/W/D (cm)**: 75/52/31
- **WEIGHT (kg)**: 4.2
- **VOLUME (L)**: 103
- **ITEM NO.**: EVT401

---

**BLACK PEARL – 01**

**RICH COPPER – 10**

**DAHLIA VIOLET – 17**

**NIGHT GREEN – 24**

---

**NOTES**

- EPIC’s Year Limited Warranty
- Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 5 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase.
EPIC® 5 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

A WORKHORSE
EPIC POP NEO is designed with Scandinavian sleekness and manufactured with high quality and long lasting material and components.

REFINED
The first version of POP was released 2005 and been updated many times since then. This latest NEO version is really a workhorse. Durable and super smooth XL DualTRACK Wheel System, smooth running zipper and strong handles gives you a travel partner to count on.

THE INTERIOR
Packing and living on the road with POP NEO is also easy with a well-equipped interior. Complete with divider and double packing straps for packing to the max.

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
Besides being incredibly smooth-rolling, stable and strong, all components are also interchangeable and replaceable in the event that you should eventually wear them out. A good choice.

THE INTERIOR
Packing and living on the road with POP NEO is also easy with a well-equipped interior. Complete with divider and double packing straps for packing to the max.

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
Besides being incredibly smooth-rolling, stable and strong, all components are also interchangeable and replaceable in the event that you should eventually wear them out. A good choice.

**WITH US SINCE WE WERE BORN**

**POP NEO™**

**SMALL 55 CM MEDIUM 65 CM LARGE 75 CM**

**H/W/D (cm)**

55/40/20

65/46/25

75/53/30

**WEIGHT (kg)**

2.8

3.4

4.2

**VOLUME (L)**

40

65

107

**ITEM NO.**

ELP403/05

ELP402/05

ELP401/05

WITH US SINCE WE WERE BORN POP NEO™
EPIC® TWINTECH™

After years of development, we’ve arrived at a very special recipe that gives us a shell that performs way beyond its price level. EPIC TWINTECH is a unique composite of pure ABS and just the right amount of pure polycarbonate in two layers of protection. The special TWINTECH luster enables us to create some of the most beautiful colors we see for each and every season. This material also utilizes our Diamond Surface outer layer, which makes the shell tougher, stronger, and more scratch resistant. Lots of people love the metallic luster it adds as well! EPIC TWINTECH material is used on.

THE MATERIAL USED IN POP NEO

EPIC® LIMITED WARRANTY

Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 5 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase.

EPIC® S YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

PRODUCTS WITH THIS WARRANTY ARE COVERED FOR A PERIOD OF 5 YEARS AGAINST DEFECTS IN MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP FROM THE DATE OF ORIGINAL PURCHASE.

POP NEO™

Scratch resistant
DIAMOND SURFACE
Extra Large DualTRAK wheels
Travel Sentry® Approved lock.
Fully equipped interior

BLACK – 01
SILVER – 20
ORCHID PINK – 12
NIGHTSHADE PURPLE – 10
MARTINI OLIVE – 25

TWINTECH™

airspeed®

TRAVELSENTRY®
SAFE INJECTION SYRINGE DAMAGE

EPIC TRAVELGEAR CREATED IN SWEDEN SINCE 1999

EMBASSY®

POD®

SURETRAC®
EPIC® AIRFRAME™

We always been doing great soft sided cases. After years of development we found one thing that unites our soft sided cases - Super-tight Done Right! We believe that, besides being lightweight, a soft sided case must be rigid and strong, so we developed the airFRAME chassis. It’s equipped with a lightweight core manufactured from a specially formed and cut polypropylene sheet coupled with specially developed and formed reinforcements top and bottom.

EPIC® LIMITED WARRANTY

Products with this warranty are covered for a period of 3 or 5 years against defects in materials and workmanship from the date of original purchase.
LIGHTER THAN LIGHT
Airlines are increasingly strict about baggage weight. For this reason, we’ve made it a point to make EPIC® NANO very light.
To achieve this, we use lightweight outer materials and the lightest componentry available, all built around a sturdy airFRAME chassis.

DURABLE
Extremely lightweight and durable design featuring EPIC airFRAME chassis. Two outer compartments, one vertical big enough for your laptop and one horizontal for all the need-easy-access things.
Fully optimized ultraSLIM Cabin-trolley format (55x40x20cm) maximizes packing volume while being accepted on virtually all flights and airlines including low-cost carriers.
Key components can be replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them out.
STANDARD ISSUE - SUPERLIGHT
The new EPIC Discovery NEO is a re-designed and updated version of our most popular soft side range. Discovery NEO is equipped with all the latest technologies that you can expect from a modern soft side case. We still use our well tested airFRAME chassis which makes Discovery NEO very stable and strong at this low weight.

WELL-EQUIPPED INTERIOR
Packing and living on the road with EPIC Discovery is also easy with a well-equipped interior. Complete with divider and packing straps for packing to the max. The Space-BOOST expander function, on all sizes, gives you the extra space when you need it.

SMART WHEEL DESIGN
Another great feature is our new DualLOWFAT 4X wheel system, the recessed and offset design gives extra stability and give you up 10% more packing space. The tire is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound, and is supported by double, sealed cartridge bearings for added smoothness and longer life. All this packed in a modern and sleek designed case.

A WIDE RANGE OF SELECTION

DISCOVERY NEO™

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Volume (L)</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMALL S5 CM</td>
<td>55/40/20</td>
<td>55/40/20</td>
<td>20-23</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>40-45</td>
<td>ET403/06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM S7 CM</td>
<td>67/43/30</td>
<td>67/43/30</td>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>64-76</td>
<td>ET4403/06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE 77 CM</td>
<td>77/40/33</td>
<td>77/40/33</td>
<td>33-37</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>100-110</td>
<td>ET4401/06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ITEM NO.:
- SMALL S5 CM 2W: ET403/06
- MEDIUM S7 CM: ET4403/06
- LARGE 77 CM: ET4401/06

ITEM NO.:
- BLACK: ET403/06, ET4403/06, ET4401/06
- MAJESTIC GREEN: ET403/06, ET4403/06, ET4401/06
- HOT SAUCE: ET403/06, ET4403/06, ET4401/06
- BRICK RED: ET403/06, ET4403/06, ET4401/06

EPIC® 5 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
DISCOVERY NEO™

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CASE

SIZE: 33H 43W 16D
VOLUME: 18 LITER
WEIGHT: 3 KG
ITEM NO. ET501/06-01

BUSINESS PILOT CASE
Your tablet and laptop are safely stowed in padded compartments inside. The low-fat wheel system offers a spacious, fully lined compartment for overnight packing. Full organizer in the outer pockets. Trolley handle stacking strap on the back side.

SIZE: 43H 45W 25D
VOLUME: 34 LITER
WEIGHT: 3 KG
ITEM NO. ET405/06-01

GARMENTBAG
A garment bag to hold your clothes flat and wrinkle free. The interior also features various pockets and compartments for shoes, ties, blouses etc. A great feature is also the trolley handle stacking strap on the back side.

SIZE: 68H 36W 32D
VOLUME: 69 LITER
WEIGHT: 2.3 KG
ITEM NO. ET603/06-01

BAG ON WHEELS
The Classic weekender. Easy to pack with its generous top opening. Easy rolling wheels and trolley system for easy transportation. Or use the shoulder strap for carrying.

SIZE: 48H 63W 8D
VOLUME: 24 LITER
WEIGHT: 1.1 KG
ITEM NO. ET702/06-01
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EXTRA SPACE WHEN NEEDED

EPIC Essentials are the perfect bags for day trips, they provide extra space for shopping at your destination! The range consists of two different collections. The Rugged and Foldable and the Lightweight and Foldable.

RUGGED AND FOLDABLE

A series of bags from 28 up to 132 liters. Durable and foldable in ripstop polyester. When folded, they take up no space, perfect to have at home or on the go. You often need a bag but you do not want them to take up space when not in use. Solid carrying handles and detachable shoulder strap. Choose size as needed or why not all four sizes?

LIGHT WEIGHT

This range consists of five different bags, constructed in lightweight and strong reinforced nylon. It’s easy to pack, use, and carry. We can promise that there is a bag for everyone in this range, from the small hip-pack to the generous on-board size bag.
Dynamik is the latest development by EPIC for functional bags and backpacks. The range is oozing of great functions and the sleek design adds a great touch to your style. Dynamik is a great way to pack and transport your gear, and there’s a bag for all occasions.

**LIGHT WEIGHT**
This range consists of fantastic, lightweight wheeled trunks, convertible bags and great backpacks. EPIC Dynamik will likely impress you with its agility. Many styles have the popular roll-top, a great way to expand the bag for that extra gear that you sometimes pick up along the way.

**HASSLE FREE**
EPIC Dynamik is great gear for function freaks; all materials, buckles, webbings etc. is chosen and designed with the user in mind to get that hassle-free experience and to give that well-dressed look. We can promise that there is a bag for everyone in this range, it doesn’t matter if you travel the world, commute to work or go to the gym, we are sure you will find your style.

**FUNCTIONS AND STYLE**

**DYNAMIK™**
RUGGED
EPIC Explorer is a great way to pack and transport your gear. You don’t necessarily have to be an evolutionist to believe in the adaptability of your travel gear! This range consists of fantastic, lightweight wheeled trunks, convertible bags, and even includes a backpack trolley with a great protective compartment for your digital gear.

ADAPTABLE
Adaptability seems to be increasingly important because a lot of us don’t live and travel the way we used to or our folks did (not that there’s anything wrong with that!). EPIC Explorer is great gear for traveling everywhere over the globe, but we promise that Explorer’s functionality is so clever and discreet that it won’t distract or get in your way. From the cavernous gigaTRUNK to the

BACKPACK TROLLEY SMALL
LAPTOP UP TO 15.6"
SIZE: 54H 37W 20D
VOLUME: 34 LITER
WEIGHT: 2.4 KG
ITEM NO. ETE607/02-01

GEARBOX
SIZE: 43H 33W 30D
VOLUME: 38 LITER
WEIGHT: 3.8 KG
ITEM NO. ETE601/02-01

MEGATRUNK
SIZE: 90H 38W 30D
VOLUME: 110 LITER
WEIGHT: 3.7 KG
ITEM NO. ETE603/02-01

GIGATRUNK
SIZE: 63H 33W 30D
VOLUME: 58 LITER
WEIGHT: 2.5 KG
ITEM NO. ETE601/02-01

SLIM™
SIZE: 36H 28W 30D
VOLUME: 40 LITER
WEIGHT: 2.4 KG
ITEM NO. ETE604/02-01

AIR™
SIZE: 52H 30W 30D
VOLUME: 80 LITER
WEIGHT: 3.3 KG
ITEM NO. ETE602/02-01

GIGATRUNK
SIZE: 30H 18W 30D
VOLUME: 105 LITER
WEIGHT: 3.2 KG
ITEM NO. ETE605/02-01
ACCESSORIES

FOR PACKING AND LIVING ON THE ROAD
In our accessories assortment you will find a wide range of clever products to make your packing and living on the road more easy and fun. For example, check out our packing system, one smart pouch for every need. Or, if you travel only with cabin luggage we have transparent bags and bottles to make it easy to glide through security.

CHECK YOUR WEIGHT, FIND YOUR BAGS.
Never forget to weigh your luggage before you travel to avoid the overweight charges, we offer two different luggage scales. Also, use an add-on I.D tag then its easier to find your luggage on the conveyer belt.

SIT BACK AND RELAX
During long travels or short flights it’s always nice to be extra comfy. A nice soft pillow, shut out the lights with an eye mask and then you can go for ever. You will find a wide selection of on board necessities in our range of accessories.
CITY X SHOPPER ™

ERGO ™

- Durable yet lightweight steel chassis – Loading capacity up to 20 kg.
- Smooth load surface on frame minimizes wear and tear on bag.
- X-Large 17cm TriSpoke wheels for easy rolling on all surfaces (non-marking, removable and replaceable).
- Safe-pocket for keys, wallet, etc.
- Large capacity 40 liter removable bag in rugged, dirt and grime resistant nylon microfiber.
- Extremely rugged, easy to clean SharkSkin™ protective material on bottom of bag.
- Integrated external pocket for umbrella or even a barcode scanner.
- Ergonomic top handle with grip handle underneath for easier lifting, loading or transport up and down staircases.
- 3 Year Limited Warranty against defects in material and workmanship.

MODEL: ERGO
ITEM: ES102/02

WHEELS: 2
DIAMETER: 16.5 cm
AXLE: 38.5 cm
PULLING SYSTEM: FIXED
HEIGHT: 94 cm
WIDTH: 37 cm
DEPTH: 33 cm
CAPACITY: 42 liter
WEIGHT: 2.1 kg

OXBLOOD RED -20
NAVY -29
CHARCOAL BLACK -41
QUETZAL GREEN -24
BLACK -01
LEOPARD -21
ZEBRA -20
HOUNDSTOOTH -53

BROWN ZEBRA -20
CHARCOAL BLACK -41
QUETZAL GREEN -24
BLACK -01
LEOPARD -21
ZEBRA -20
HOUNDSTOOTH -53

CITY X SHOPPER ™

EVOLUTION ™

- Durable yet lightweight steel chassis – Loading capacity up to 20 kg.
- Integrated 4-stage adjustable handle allows you personalize the height of the handle for greater comfort and control, and also eases storage.
- Smooth load surface on frame minimizes wear and tear on bag.
- X-Large 20cm FiveSpoke wheels for easy rolling on all surfaces (non-marking, removable and replaceable).
- Safe-pocket for keys, wallet, etc.
- Integrated external pocket for an umbrella or even a barcode scanner.
- Large capacity 30 liter removable bag.
- 3 Year Limited Warranty against defects in material and workmanship.

MODEL: EVOLUTION
ITEM: ES104/02

WHEELS: 2
DIAMETER: 20.5 cm
AXLE: 40 cm
PULLING SYSTEM: 4-STAGE ADJUSTABLE
HEIGHT: 108 cm, 97 cm, 87 cm and 78 cm
WIDTH: 39 cm
DEPTH: 34 cm
CAPACITY: 32 liter
WEIGHT: 2.5 kg

BLACK -01
MOLE -02
DUSTY ROSE -12
RED PLUM -10
BLACK -01
DUSTY ROSE -12
RED PLUM -10
BLACK -01
MOLE -02
DUSTY ROSE -12
RED PLUM -10
BLACK -01
MOLE -02
DUSTY ROSE -12
RED PLUM -10
These wheels are equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patent pending system make it very easy to change the wheels, either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs. And the best part is, as long as the suitcase model is marked with EPIC STANDARD, the wheels will fit exact, regardless of which model of suitcase it is, because of the standard wheelhouse fitting.
**WATER RESISTANT ZIPPER**

EPIC's WATER RESISTANT ZIPPER is designed to seal the inner shell of your luggage against water. The rubber-covered zipper is made to withstand moisture and prevent water from seeping into your belongings. It allows for a secure and tight seal, protecting your contents from wetness.

**COARSE, STRONG WARP AND FILLING YARNS AT THREADS IN A CROSSHATCH PATTERN WITH A USE INTERWOVEN RIPSTOP REINFORCEMENT**

This product is manufactured using coarse, strong warp and filling yarns at threads in a crosshatch pattern. This interwoven ripstop reinforcement material is made of durable, ripstop polyester, providing a lightweight, water-resistant, and highly durable fabric. The ripstop material ensures that tears will not spread, making the fabric extremely strong and resistant to wear and tear.

**DURABLE RIPSTOP POLYESTER**

The outer shell material of this product uses RIPSTOP POLYESTER water-resistant 500D Polyester fabric. This fabric is heat-treated and specially padded, offering a high level of protection against water and impact. It is designed to provide peace of mind and minimize the risk of unwanted tiny critters moving in with you after your journey.

**SOFT-SHELL 600D**

The outer material uses a durable, heat-treated, and specially padded, water-resistant 600D Polyester fabric. This material is chosen for its strength and durability, ensuring that your belongings remain protected against wear and tear during travel.

**WATER-RESISTANT ZIPPER**

The zipper is designed to withstand water and prevent tears. This is achieved through the use of high-quality, rubberized, water-resistant zipper material. The zipper is crafted to be durable and remain functional even in wet conditions, allowing for easy opening and closing of the luggage.

**SPACEBOOST™ EXPANDER**

The SPACEBOOST™ expander is a highly functional feature that expands your luggage to the maximum size specified. This makes it easy to adjust your luggage to meet the needs of the situation, such as when you need more space for travel or when you want to minimize the amount you carry. The expander is marked with EPIC STANDARD, ensuring that it will fit the expected dimensions without any issues.

**RIPSTOP POLYESTER**

The ripstop polyester material used in this product is designed to be lightweight and water-resistant. It is interwoven with ripstop reinforcement threads, creating a fabric that is strong and resistant to tears. This makes it ideal for use in luggage where durability and protection are essential.

**FASTLANE™ FASTLANE™**

The FASTLANE function gives you quick and easy access to your laptop through the openable front portion of the case. It is also lockable for your security.

**DIAMOND SURFACE™**

Inspired by car racing, the Diamond Surface outer layer adds style, strength, and smoothness to your luggage. It looks great and offers superior performance in terms of durability and resistance to impact.

**TRAVEL Sentry® APPROVED LOCK**

This feature makes sure your luggage remains secure during travel. The approved lock complies with regulations, ensuring that your belongings are protected against theft.

**G-FORCE™**

The G-FORCE function is designed to protect your luggage from curbside and other impact sources. It is a feature that helps you keep your luggage in pristine condition, even during challenging travel conditions.

**AIRSPEED® TWIN WHEELS**

This trolley is equipped with two high-quality easy rolling wheels. All of your wheels are replaceable if worn out, and are equipped with a rugged housing that helps protect your trolley from curbside and other sources of impact.

**AIRSPEED® SINGLETREAD™**

Robust and extremely lightweight SingleTread wheels for easy maneuvering on all surfaces. The spoked design of the wheel itself is a nice design touch, but it also helps to reduce weight while retaining strength. The tire is lightweight and resistant. The “tire” is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound. Singletread wheels will get you there fast, smoothly, and with a minimum of weight!

**AIRSPEED® DUALLOW-FAT™**

This trolley has a recessed and offset twin wheel system that gives extra stability and up 10% more packing space. The tire is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound, and is supported by double, sealed cartridge bearings for added smoothness and longer life.

**AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK™**

This trolley has robust, extra-large “twin” DualTRAK wheels for easy maneuvering on all surfaces. The spoked design of the wheel itself is a nice design touch, but it also helps to reduce weight while retaining strength. The tire is lightweight and resistant. The “tire” is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound. DualTread wheels will get you there fast, smoothly, and with a minimum of weight!

**AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK XL™**

This trolley has robust, extra-large “twin” DualTread wheels for our best maneuverability on all surfaces. The “tire” is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound, and is supported by double, sealed cartridge bearings for added smoothness and longer life.

**AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK™**

This trolley is equipped with two high-quality easy rolling wheels. All of your wheels are replaceable if worn out, and are equipped with a rugged housing that helps protect your trolley from curbside and other sources of impact.

**AIRSPEED® DUALLOW-FAT™**

This trolley has a recessed and offset twin wheel system that gives extra stability and up 10% more packing space. The tire is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound, and is supported by double, sealed cartridge bearings for added smoothness and longer life.

**AIRSPEED® SINGLETREAD™**

Robust and extremely lightweight SingleTread wheels for easy maneuvering on all surfaces. The spoked design of the wheel itself is a nice design touch, but it also helps to reduce weight while retaining strength. The tire is lightweight and resistant. The “tire” is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound. Singletread wheels will get you there fast, smoothly, and with a minimum of weight!

**AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK™**

This trolley has robust, extra-large “twin” DualTRAK wheels for easy maneuvering on all surfaces. The spoked design of the wheel itself is a nice design touch, but it also helps to reduce weight while retaining strength. The tire is lightweight and resistant. The “tire” is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound. DualTread wheels will get you there fast, smoothly, and with a minimum of weight!

**AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK XL™**

This trolley has robust, extra-large “twin” DualTread wheels for our best maneuverability on all surfaces. The “tire” is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound. DualTread wheels will get you there fast, smoothly, and with a minimum of weight!

**EPIC® STANDARDS**

As EPIC trolleys are equipped with Airspeed wheels, which are designed and manufactured with ergonomics, low weight, high performance, and durability as highest priorities. You can expect comfort, great performance, and a long service life. Airspeed components can even be replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them out. It doesn’t get much better than Airspeed!